
Competition Criteria Registration & briefing -10 minutes 

You should arrive in good time and register at the
Registration desk during the allocated times.
Competitors who are late will not be admitted as it’s
disruptive to other competitors. 
Models will be issued with their unique Competition
Code on their score sheet. 
Before entering the competition area: Floor Judges
will check the models natural lashes 
for any visible signs of pre-existing lash damage or
visible contraindications in and 
around the eye area. 
Only competitors and their models may enter the
Competition Floor following registration. 
No unauthorised persons will be permitted without
the express permission from the organiser or Floor
Judges. 



Preparation -10 minutes 

All Competitors and models must wait to be briefed
BEFORE setting up. This will take no more than 2 minutes.
Note: This is not the time to ask questions about the
competition criteria as this should be clarified before the
competition day to help with planning and preparation. 
Competitors may then prepare their workstation by laying
out their tools and products on their trolley. These will be
checked by the Floor Judges during the competition to
ensure that their products are permissible. (clear brand
labels) 
Competitors may prepare their couch with disposable
couch roll, pillow. 
Competitors may cleanse their models lashes only. They
must NOT perform any other part of the treatment. Applying
the under-eye protection may NOT be done at this stage. 
This is a time limited competition. In the interests of
fairness, all competitors MUST start their treatments at the
same time. This will be announced and the competition
clock starts. 
Any contestant who starts any of the treatment process
before this announcement WILL be disqualified. 



Judging 
When you finish your set, even if it's under the time given, you
must wait till the end, and leave your model on the bed and exit
the main room when the time is announced. You will be given 2
minutes to take photos afterwards. 
End of the Competition 

An announcement will be made instructing competitors to
stop work immediately. Any competitor who fails to comply
will be disqualified. 
Competitors must direct their model to wait at their
workstation. 
Competitors are responsible for making sure that their
model understands the importance of the judging procedure. 
Competitors will have a maximum of 5 minutes to pack their
kit away and leave the 
Competition Floor with ALL their belongings. 
The Judging process will then commence. 
Models must remain the judging area until their treatment
has been assessed by each judge. This can take time. Models
attract the attention a Floor Judge or Organiser if needed. For
example, they need a toilet break. Models will be chaperoned
in the interests of fairness. 
Any model who leaves the judging area before judging is
complete, will be disqualified. 



Classic 
 Time Allowed – 2.5 hours 
Weights - 0.12-0.20 
1-1 
No stickies 
Safe for the natural lash 
Suitable mapping & styling for the model 
Clean work (no glue on eyelid etc) 
Good direction 
Both eyes looking symmetrical 
Lash placement being an even distance from the lid (No further
than 0.5mm from the lid) 

Hybrid/Wispy 
Time Allowed – 2.5 hours 
Weights - 0.3-0.7 / 0.12-0.20 
Pre-made, Pro-Made, Easy fans or Home-Made Fans CAN NOT be
used. 
Fans MUST be made by the artist during the competition. 
Good mix of fans and spikes or classic lashes 
No stickies 
Safe for the natural lash 
Suitable mapping & styling for the model 
Clean work (no glue on eyelid etc) 
Good direction 
Both eyes looking symmetrical 
Lash placement being an even distance from the lid (No further
than 0.5mm from the lid) 



Volume 
Time Allowed – 2.5 hours 
Weights - 0.3-0.7 
Pre-made, Pro-Made, Easy fans or Home-Made Fans CAN NOT be
used. 
Fans MUST be made by the artist during the competition. 
Even fans with good symmetry 
No stickies 
Safe for the natural lash, small bases & no mega volume fans! 
Suitable mapping & styling for the model 
Clean work (no glue on eyelid etc) 
Good direction 
Both eyes looking symmetrical 
Lash placement being an even distance from the lid (No further
than 0.5mm from the lid) 

Mega Volume 
Time Allowed – 2.5 hours 
Weights - 0.02-0.3 
P-made, Pro-Made or Home-Made Fans CAN NOT be used. 
Fans MUST be made by the artist during the competition. 
No stickies 
Safe for the natural lash, no chunky bases! 
Suitable mapping & styling for the model 
Clean work (no glue on eyelid etc) 
Good direction 
Both eyes looking symmetrical 
Lash placement being an even distance from the lid (No further
than 0.5mm from the lid) 



Creative / Freestyle
Time Allowed – 2.5 hours 
Weights - 0.2-0.7 
You have artistic freedom to create any set, you can use the
following, Coloured lashes, Glitter lashes, Lash décals (must be only
on 1 lash or 1 fan Judges will still be checking for stickies) 
Pre-made, Pro-Made or Home-Made Fans CAN NOT be used.
Easy fans can be used
Fans MUST be made by the artist during the competition. 
Volume or mega volume can be used 
No stickies 
Safe for the natural lash 
Suitable mapping & styling for the model 
Clean work (no glue on eyelid etc) 
Good direction 
Both eyes looking symmetrical 
Lash placement being an even distance from the lid (No further than
0.5mm from the lid) 

Pre/pro Mades 
Time Allowed – 2.5 hours 
Home-Made Fans  or easy fans CAN NOT be used. 
10D max 
No stickies 
Safe for the natural lash 
Suitable mapping & styling for the model 
Clean work (no glue on eyelid etc) 
Good direction 
Both eyes looking symmetrical 
Lash placement being an even distance from the lid (No further than
0.5mm from the lid) 


